The evolutionary trajectory from cross-to self-fertilization is widely documented in nature, but re-2 sults from several taxa also suggest that outcrossing may evolve in a formerly selfing population. Population genetic theory explains that selfing can evolve when its advantages overcome its immediate cost 4 of inbreeding depression, but that this process will not run in reverse because a self-fertilizing population purges itself of inbreeding depression. That is, the primary short-term advantage of cross-fertilization 6 over self-fertilization depends on the existence of deleterious alleles exposed upon inbreeding. Here, we explore whether outcrossing can evolve in selfing populations if allelic variation exists as divergence 8 among populations. We consider two monomorphic populations of entirely self-fertilizing individuals, introduce a modifier allele that increases the rate of cross-fertilization, and investigate whether the het-10 erosis among populations is sufficient for the modifier to invade and fix. We find that, despite an initial increase in the frequency of the outcrossing modifier, its fixation is possible only when populations har-12 bor extremely large unique fixed genetic loads. These rare reversions to outcrossing become more likely as the load becomes more polygenic, or when the modifier appears on a rare background, such as by 14 dispersal of an outcrossing genotype into a selfing population.
Introduction
The transition from a predominantly outcrossing to a predominantly self-fertilizing (selfing) mating system is a very common evolutionary event among angiosperms, supported, for example, by many observations of predominantly selfing taxa nested within outcrossing taxa or retaining outcrossing adaptations (Stebbins 20 1974) . A large body of population genetic theory describes conditions under which this common transition is expected to occur (Fisher 1941; Kimura 1959; Nagylaki 1976; Lloyd 1979; Lande and Schemske 1985) .
22
The reverse transition, from selfing to outcrossing, is substantially less common, but its occurrence has been hypothesized in a some taxa (Barrett and Shore 1987; Olmstead 1990; Bena et al. 1998 ). However, the 24 evolution of outcrossing in a formerly selfing population has received relatively little theoretical attention and it is therefore unclear when, if ever, it could occur.
26
The theoretical neglect of possible reversion from selfing to outcrossing is likely due to the absence of an obvious disadvantage of selfing in historically selfing populations. Selfing exposes recessive alleles additional siring success on selfed ovules does not detract from outcross siring success.
Invasion condition
We obtained analytically the conditions under which an outcrossing allele was expected to increase in fre-126 quency initially in an infinite population with two viability loci. Viability selection was chosen so that selection would occur after mating, and so the modifier's effects on progeny genotypes would be exposed 128 to selection in a single generation. Otherwise, the change in allele frequencies over a generation could not be used as a criterion for invasion because it would reflect the effect of transmission advantage but not of 130 offspring fitness. The model is described more explicitly in the next section, and the Appendix contains the invasion condition (Inequality 2) and its derivation. Essentially, the selfing allele m always increases 132 in frequency in the seed pool before selection because of its transmission advantage. For the outcrossing allele M to increase in frequency by the next generation, M-carrying offspring must have sufficiently greater 134 average viability that m decreases in frequency among adults despite having increased in frequency among seeds. However, numerical iteration showed that, at least in the deterministic case, two loci were too few to 136 allow M to reach fixation even for extremely large s (Fig. 1) . In contrast, recombination would take longer to break up the repulsion-phase linkage disequilibrium among greater numbers of loci, which could delay 138 the purging of the load. Are greater numbers of loci sufficient to favor outcrossing?
Simulation model

140
We next used a simulation model to investigate the dynamics and fixation probability of the outcrossing modifier, allowing for more viability loci. Although numerical iteration could track long-term behavior multiple models of the magnitude and genetic architecture of heterosis. Specifically, we varied the selection coefficient s at each viability locus and the number of loci L at which each parental population was fixed for 152 an inferior allele. We required each fixed deleterious allele in one parental population to be balanced out by a fixed deleterious allele at another locus in the other parental population in order to prevent one parental 154 genotype from rapidly outcompeting the other.
We next describe the steps of the simulation model. (The analytic model used above to obtain the 156 invasion condition is identical, except that it assumes infinite population size and only two, unlinked viability loci.) We assumed that the viability loci were evenly spaced on each of ten chromosomes, and that each 158 chromosome carried the same number of viability loci. The exception is the first chromosome, which took the remainder if the number of loci was not divisible by the number of chromosomes. The relative positions 160 of the superior alleles allotted to each genotype were randomized at the beginning of each simulation. We neglected mutation during the invasion process because we were only interested in heterosis built up before 162 contact. For each model, we recorded the proportion of simulations resulting in the fixation of the modifier.
Mating
164
Each generation, a seed pool ten times the size of the adult population was generated. For each seed to be generated, a dam was chosen at random. If the dam had a selfing phenotype (genotype mm), it was also the 166 sire. If the dam had an outcrossing phenotype (genotype MM or Mm), a random individual was chosen to be the sire. Recombination among loci and random sampling of one recombinant from each parent generated 168 the parental gametes. The parental gametes were then united to create the diploid seed genotype. Although the number of outcrossed offspring that were hybrids was random, the probability of zero hybrids was small.
170
A few failures to produce any hybrids were therefore not likely to dominate the results.
Recombination
172
We placed the viability loci on a genome of ten linear chromosomes. The outcrossing modifier locus was unlinked to any of the viability loci. In each region between viability loci, recombination occurred with 174 probability r independently of recombination elsewhere in the genome. Viability loci were evenly spaced along each chromosome such that r was the same between any two neighboring loci. Loci on separate 176 chromosomes assorted independently. The positions at which each population was fixed for the superior allele is randomized each simulation.
Selection
Soft viability selection among seeds generated the next adult generation. Such a scenario is similar to 180 competition among seeds or seedlings in a small plot: although all individuals would be physically capable of survival on their own, competition eliminates the worse competitors. 10% of seeds were sampled without 182 replacement to survive to adulthood. Seed i's probability of being sampled was weighted by its viability
, where s is the selection coefficient at each viability locus, and l i is the number of viability 184 loci homozygous for the inferior allele in individual i. Viability selection was chosen in order to match the deterministic model.
186
Fixation proportions
We found that 1000 generations was sufficient to allow the outcrossing allele to run its course to fixation 188 or extinction in preliminary simulations. However, two parameter combinations (L = 50, s = 0.1, r = 0.5
and L = 14, s = 0.7, r = 0.1) still failed to complete, so they were re-run. To simulate a new mutation, we 190 set the initial frequency of M to 1/2N, where N is the population size. We chose a small population size of N = 100 because the simulation scaled poorly with N, but we compensated by performing enough replicates
192
to observe the diversity of outcomes. We chose a number of trials per parameter combination sufficient that we would expect ten chance fixations of a unique neutral variant (2000 trials per parameter combination for 194 an initial frequency of 1/2N). Fixations of M more or less frequent than the neutral expectation would imply positive or negative selection on M, respectively. The expected number of fixations of a hypothetical neutral selection at each locus.
No effect of loose linkage
There was no qualitative difference between the results of simulations with free recombination between vi-232 ability loci (r = 0.5) and those with reduced recombination (r = 0.1; Fig. 2 ). The outcrossing allele fixed more often than the neutral expectation in five more parameter combinations when r = 0.1 (303 parameter 234 combinations) than when r = 0.5 (298 parameter combinations). The maximum difference in fixation proportion for any parameter was 0.06. The maximum fixation proportions were 0.6545 and 0.6455 for r = 0.1 236 and r = 0.5, respectively. Differences showed no consistent pattern with respect to s or L. All further results are reported for r = 0.5.
238
Intermediate selection favored outcrossing
The fixation proportion was greater for larger than for the smallest values of the selection coefficient, s
240
( Fig. 2) . However, the relationship was not monotonic. Fixation proportion increased sharply going from s = 0.1 to s = 0.2. Fixation proportion reached a maximum somewhere in the range from s = 0.2 to 0.4, but 242 the exact value depended on the number of viability loci. At L = 50, fixation was maximized at s = 0.3.
Polygenic load favored outcrossing
244
The outcrossing allele fixed more often when the ancestral populations differed by many fixed viability loci.
Holding the selection coefficient constant, the fixation proportion generally increased with the number of 246 viability loci (Fig. 2) . Fixation was maximized at the greatest number of viability loci modeled: L = 50.
This effect was not due simply to heterosis being stronger with more loci, though. The outcrossing allele 248 fixed more often under a polygenic heterosis than an oligogenic heterosis of equal magnitude (Fig. 3) .
Outcrossing was sometimes lost after initially invading
250
The outcrossing modifier, M, often ultimately went extinct even when it initially increased in frequency (Fig. 4 ). There was a qualitative difference between parameter combinations in which M sometimes fixed 252 and those in which it never fixed. In parameter combinations in which M never fixed, the initial increase in frequency was much smaller (Fig. 4 , left column). Loss was rapid when it occurred, regardless of the 254 frequency of M before the decrease in frequency began.
Additive modifiers fixed more often
256
Compared to dominant outcrossing alleles, alleles that additively increased the outcrossing rate did not slow their invasion at high frequencies before reaching fixation (Fig. 4) . Such additive alleles spent less time 258 segregating, and they more rarely experienced a sudden reversal in allele frequency trajectory. This resulted in an increased fixation probability for additive alleles. At L = 5, M never fixed. At L = 25, M fixed in 343
260
(dominant) or 598 (additive) out of 2000 trials. At L = 50, M fixed in 1292 (dominant) or 1599 (additive) out of 2000 trials.
262
Ultimate mean fitness and time to extinction were bimodal
All simulation durations and final mean fitnesses are summarized in Fig. S1 , Fig. S2 , and Fig. S3 . Sim-
264
ulations resulting in fixation of M most often ended with high but not maximal mean population fitness.
Simulations resulting in loss of M showed a bimodal pattern with the largest number eventually ending 266 with very high fitness and a smaller number rapidly ending with very low fitness (Fig. 5) . The shortest and longest runs resulted in extinction of M, whereas runs resulting in fixation lasted an intermediate duration
268
( Fig. 5 insets) . Purging was more complete in the longer runs than in the shorter ones ( one mode concentrated near zero (Fig. S1 ), and that in the additive model with L = 50, most extinctions of M were rapid (Fig. S3 ).
276
Rare genetic background favored outcrossing mutation
In the simulations of unequal initial frequencies of the two ancestral genotypes, the outcrossing allele fixed 278 more often when it arose on the rarer genetic background (Fig. 6 ). However, this effect was only visible when there were many viability loci (L = 50) because no fixations occurred at L = 5 or 25 when s = 0.1.
280
Overall interpretation
Some parameter combinations resulted in fixation proportions for M greater than the expected proportion of 282 1/2N for a unique neutral mutation, suggesting positive selection for outcrossing. But why did M sometimes fail to fix when outcrossing was initially extremely advantageous? Certainly, M was sometimes lost by 284 chance before it had a chance to spread (Fig. 5) . However, drift cannot explain why M was often rapidly lost after reaching high frequencies (red lines in Fig. 4 the difference between the expected fitness of outcrossed and selfed offspring fell as soon as F 1 s were generated-further outcrossing was less advantageous because it still draws from a pollen pool in which 296 deleterious recessives shared with the F 1 s are common. Rapid reduction in the advantage of outcrossing probably explains why simulations with the smallest s did not result in fixation of M. Second, recombi-298 nation in outcrossed individuals generated lightly loaded haplotypes that suffered less from selfing. These haplotypes were introduced into the selfing subset of the population because Mm individuals produced some 300 mm seeds when they received m pollen. Third, selection among these recombinant haplotypes resulted in purging of deleterious alleles and an increase in the expected fitness of selfed offspring. That is, selfing 302 generated linkage disequilibrium between the selfing allele and high fitness homozygous genotypes, in a manner similar to the way in which the "reduction principle" (Feldman and Liberman 1986) favors alleles 304 that decrease the recombination rate because they generate LD with high fitness haplotypes.
We hypothesize that M went extinct unless it reached fixation before recombination and purging 306 could produce sufficiently fit selfing genotypes. Figure 5 shows that purging was usually incomplete when M fixed but often complete when M was lost. This is consistent with purging favoring m. Purging was 308 indeed most extensive in the longest simulations and least extensive in the shortest (Fig. S4) . A race against time would also explain why simulations in which M fixed were often shorter than those in which m fixed
310
( Fig. 5) , and the sudden appearance of a sufficiently fit selfing genotype would explain why M abruptly declined from high frequency to extinction (Fig. 4) . Additive outcrossing alleles fixed more quickly than 312 dominant ones (Fig. 4) because selection continued to work against m even when it was rare and hence found mainly in heterozygotes. The increased fixation probability of additive outcrossing alleles was probably due 314 to the reduced time spent segregating and thus the reduced opportunity for recombination to generate highly fit selfing genotypes (Fig. S3 ).
316
Discussion
Large heterosis favors outcrossing
318
Since heterosis can only be reaped through outcrossing, it provides an initial advantage to alleles that increase the rate of outcrossing in otherwise highly selfing populations. However, we found that this advantage 320 was usually insufficient to drive such alleles to fixation. Across all of parameter space that we examined, the smallest amount of heterosis that resulted in the adaptive fixation of the outcrossing allele required the 
Strong selection required
Even a disadvantage per fixed deleterious allele of s = 0.1, the smallest we considered, is large enough that 330 its fixation would be effectively impossible in nature. And yet at least thirty-two such fixations were required to have occurred in each population in order for the outcrossing mutation to fix more often than a neutral 332 allele. The population-specific fixation of beneficial alleles with a similar magnitude is more plausible, but it is hard to believe that so many universally advantageous mutations that were possible in both populations 334 would have only arisen in one. However, we have shown that it is at least theoretically possible for a modifier to invade populations subject to heterosis. Heterosis alone can be sufficient to favor the fixation of 336 outcrossing modifier alleles even if purging has completely removed inbreeding depression.
Surprisingly, we find that an allele promoting outcrossing fixes more often at intermediate selection 
Conditions favoring outcrossing in nature 350
Only unrealistically great heterosis was sufficient to favor outcrossing in our model, despite the fact that many of our assumptions were already very favorable to outcrossing. We assumed that the parent popula- 
Polygenicity of the load
The genetic basis of the load, not just its magnitude, determined the outcome of mating system evolution:
358 polygenic loads favored outcrossing more than oligogenic loads of equal magnitude (Fig. 3) . A possible explanation is that, if it is harder to purge many alleles than few, unpurged segregating deleterious alleles 360 will generate inbreeding depression and favor outcrossing in the polygenic case. Simulating under loads of many more slightly deleterious alleles might be both more realistic and more likely to allow evolution 362 of outcrossing, though some simplifications would need to be made because our current simulation scales poorly with number of loci. A large component of inbreeding depression in some outcrossing populations 364 does indeed consist of many weakly deleterious alleles (Willis 1999), which are relatively unlikely to be purged during transitions to selfing.
366
Asymmetrical genotype frequencies
Nature differs from our main model in that there is no reason to suspect that the parental populations would 368 be of equal size or that the initial genotypes would be at equal frequencies. When we varied the frequency of the two initial genotypes, we found that the outcrossing modifier fixed more often when it arose on the 370 rarer genetic background (Fig. 6 ). This is likely a result of increasing the initial advantage of outcrossing:
if the outcrossing individual seldom mates with similar genotypes at random because they are rare, the 372 expected fitness of its collective offspring is greater. Unequal genotype frequencies could represent an outcrossing mutation arising after the two initial genotypes had drifted in frequency for several generations.
374
Alternatively, the rarer outcrossing genotype could be an individual that arrived recently through a rare migration event.
376
The latter possibility is relevant to the putative reversions to outcrossing in the Hawaiian flora hypothesized by Baker (1967) . We can construct a verbal model for the evolution of outcrossing on distant 378 islands. Suppose that a single self-compatible individual has dispersed to a distant island and has established a population through selfing (Baker 1955) . The combined effects of selfing and the demographic bottleneck 380 have exposed deleterious recessive alleles, which were then purged. However, the population has also fixed a local drift load. A highly outcrossing conspecific migrant then arrives from the mainland. If this migrant 382 had arrived alone, it would lack any mates and would produce no offspring. But since it arrived after a predominantly selfing population had already taken hold, these selfing individuals could act as potential mates.
384
Since a selfing individual only benefits from the transmission advantage of selfing if it also continues to act as an outcross sire, it is conceivable that the selfing residents would retain the ability to fertilize the outcross- 
Inbreeding depression in ancestral populations
402
The ancestral populations in our model started with no within-population inbreeding depression because they were completely monomorphic. In nature, however, moderately and even highly selfing populations 404 show inbreeding depression (Winn et al. 2011) , which may sometimes be large (Herlihy and Eckert 2002, 2004 ). This implies either that these selfing populations have not fully purged their inbreeding depression or 406 else that they have accumulated inbreeding depression. If alleles underlying inbreeding depression are individually weakly deleterious, then more of them will persist even after being exposed to selection by selfing Charlesworth et al. 1990 ). An outcrossing population of Mimulus guttatus retained most of its inbreeding depression for many characters after five generations of artificially enforced selfing, which suggests that 410 weakly deleterious alleles make up a large fraction of inbreeding depression in this population (Willis 1999).
Inferior recessive alleles at loci in repulsion-phase linkage disequilibrium (pseudo-overdominance) also re-412 sist purging because the superior double homozygote cannot be generated until the linkage disequilibrium is broken by recombination (Charlesworth and Willis 2009). Heterosis and remaining inbreeding depression 414 could together favor outcrossing under a broader array of conditions. If so, evolving greater outcrossing might not require as high levels of heterosis as our model suggests.
416
Pollen discounting
We assumed pollen discounting was absent, but this may be a crucial omission. Pollen discounting is the 418 degree to which a trait that increases self-fertilization also reduces outcross siring success. When pollen discounting is absent, selfing transmits 50% more gametes than outcrossing (Fisher 1941) because seeds 420 sired through selfing are in addition to those sired through outcrossing. Increasing pollen discounting reduces the transmission advantage, and complete pollen discounting totally eliminates it (Nagylaki 1976). By 422 reducing the advantage of selfing, pollen discounting could greatly expand the parameter space in which the outcrossing allele is favored. Although we can qualitatively predict that increasing pollen discounting will 424 increase the outcrossing allele's fixation probability, we do not know the rate of this increase. Since purging was able to eliminate even an initial disadvantage of selfing far exceeding the transmission advantage in our 426 simulations, we expect the outcome to be insensitive to all but high levels of pollen discounting.
Maintenance of heterosis
428
Heterosis was rarely sufficient to allow the evolution of outcrossing because it promoted its own erosion through introgression. If heterosis has actually promoted the evolution of outcrossing from predominant 430 selfing in nature, then some other factor likely prolonged its existence. Bierne et al. (2002) showed that genetic barriers to hybridization could reduce introgression and prevent the homogenization of populations 432 that eliminates heterosis. Partial physical (e.g., distance) or biological (e.g., prezygotic isolation) barriers could also maintain heterosis. All these barriers would decrease the magnitude of the advantage of outcross-
434
ing by making hybrids rarer or less fit, but they would also extend the advantage's duration by maintaining the allele frequency differences underlying heterosis. Our results showed that even enormous initial hetero-436 sis was rarely sufficient for outcrossing to evolve because it decayed quickly. A small but lasting heterosis maintained by genetic or physical barriers might more realistically allow outcrossing to evolve than did the
Adaptive introgression
Although we focused on the evolution of outcrossing, we also found that secondary contact often greatly increased mean fitness even in cases in which the outcrossing modifier was ultimately lost (Fig. 5) . Hy- 
450
(2016) and Harris and Nielsen (2016) hypothesized that the deleterious alleles were effectively neutral in the small populations of Neanderthals, but became exposed to selection in the larger human populations. What-452 ever the source of the deleterious alleles, advantageous alleles were able to escape this genetic background through recombination. In our model, the lowered effective recombination rate in highly selfing populations
454
was not enough to prevent a similar process. Introgression may therefore be an important source of new advantageous alleles in predominantly selfing populations, but only if they occasionally outcross. This oc-
456
casional outcrossing might be due to transient invasions of outcrossing alleles, as in our model, or it might be a result of a stable partially outcrossing mating system.
458
Alternative pathways for reversion to outcrossing
We proposed heterosis as an alternative advantage of outcrossing that could exist even in purged, selfing pop- 
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Conclusion
The reversion from predominant selfing to outcrossing remains a theoretically neglected process partly be-
480
cause predominantly selfing populations lack much of the allelic diversity that normally favors outcrossing.
Heterosis from local drift load circumvents this barrier because within-population variation is regenerated 482 from among-population divergence. However, the architecture of local drift load is unlikely to maintain 
Appendix: Condition for increase of the outcrossing modifier allele with two viability loci
Here, we derive the values of the selection coefficient, s, for which the frequency of the outcrossing modifier, 588 M, initially increases in frequency. We assume here two viability loci, which, when combined with the three mating system genotypes, yields 27 genotypes to track.
590
The frequency p of the outcrossing allele increases to p in the next generation when
where W M is the marginal fitness of the outcrossing allele andW is the mean fitness in the population.
Multiplying both sides byW and expanding pW M into a weighted average of genotype frequencies, this 594 condition becomes
where s is the selection coefficient for each viability locus, the X i are the frequencies of the three genotypes homozygous for the inferior allele at both viability loci, the Y i are the frequencies of the twelve genotypes 598 homozygous for a single deleterious allele, the Z i are the frequencies of the twelve genotypes homozygous for the deleterious allele at neither viability locus, c i is the proportion of M alleles (0, 0.5, or 1) at the 600 modifier locus in the ith genotype, and * denotes a frequency after mating but before selection. Expandinḡ
Given all genotype frequencies, this quadratic inequality can be solved to determine the values of s for which p > p. When there are no double homozygotes for the inferior alleles, as is the case before F 2 s 610 and backcrosses are generated, the s 2 term becomes zero, the inequality becomes linear, and the invasion condition is 
